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The Classroom Management Secret:
And 45 Other Keys To A
Well-Behaved Class

From how to set up an easy-to-use classroom management plan to how to handle difficult students,
The Classroom Management Secret will equip you with everything you need to effectively manage
your classroom, regardless of where you teach or who shows up on your roster. Based on the
popular blog, Smart Classroom Management, the book progresses step-by-step through 45
time-tested strategies, showing you how to manage your classroom in a way that inspires students
to want to behave. Binding these strategies together is a little-known secret shared by the most
exceptional teachers, those remembered and beloved for a lifetime. By the end of the book, you'll
have the knowledge to free your classroom of misbehavior and disrespect, build easy rapport with
your students, and teach with a spirit of joy and passion that you've always longed for.
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I am in my second year of teaching high school and found this book via the author's blog. While I
have learned much of this through experience, the author is able to describe management
techniques practically and simply. I also found this book much more personable than other books
that consists of classroom management "formulas." I'm not sure how much of this I could have just
gotten from reading the blog, but I am very happy with my purchase.

This book has transformed my classroom. My students are 5th graders and they have responded
very well to the concepts in the book. The concepts are simple and yet far from what I was using

before. I have so much more freedom to teach and students want to learn. I have one of the best
classes I have ever had in over 20 years of teaching...I think it is me not the students. Set the
standard, practice it and stick to it. It really is that simple. No reward system, no candy or prizes to
buy, no disrespectful behavior and the list goes on. I bought this book at the end of one of my worst
years, then read it 3 times over the summer (it is a quick read). I wanted the information to sink in,
then I began to implement it on the first day of school. I'll never return to a rewards system again.
This is all about personal responsibility and respect for all. Give it a try if you are a teacher that was
as frustrated as I was!! So helpful. Thank you Michael for your wise words.

The book doesn't give you a classroom management plan. A book couldn't and absolutely shouldn't
create something like that for you. Rather this book presents a clear plan for how to enforce rules to
make your classroom function for education rather than focusing on behavioral issues. It's
unbelievably helpful. I'd recommend this book to any teachers; veteran, first year, or anywhere in
between.

Where was this book years ago when I began teaching? Easy to read and detailed information!I will
keep this book to read Over and over.. It's great for my own children at home.

I loved this book. It made me think about what I was doing in my classroom. I really thought about
the importance of what is needed and expected. An excellent read, I would buy for a friend as a gift.

I bought this book after coming across the website. I was hoping for more real life scenarios,
specific situations, detailed suggestions and in general for the subject to be covered with some
depth. Instead I got generalities repeated over and over from one chapter to the next without any
real "how to." Obviously, anyone who picks up this book knows they need a classroom
management plan and they know they need to follow through with it; but just as obviously, anyone
who picks up this book is looking for more detailed, substantial information to help them do this.
Overall I was very disappointed and sorry I spent my money on it.

Changed my class. Changed my life. Best book for class mgmt. I almost never write reviews but
this-- omg! I'm a high school teacher. Thank you!!!!!!

We have a book study group of teachers, new and veteran alike and we are reading and discussing

the CMS book. We had a lively discussion yesterday and everyone is enjoying reading the book and
planning for the year ahead.
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